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Göteborg Film Festival offers a unique possibility to market your com-
pany in a variety of media outlets, like print, digital and through events. 
In these different channels you will be able to peak the interest of the 
audience in a relevant fashion. 

Scandinavia’s largest
Film Festival 

Since its inception in 1979, the Gothenburg Film Festival has developed into 
one of Sweden’s largest cultural events and a significant player in the film 
industry. The festival takes place all over Gothenburg for ten days from 
January-February and shows hundreds of new films in different sections 
and genres from around the world. In addition, arranges various side events, 
seminars, concerts and audience conversations with directors and actors. 
Every year, renowned filmmakers and actors are invited to Gothenburg and 
stars sucha as Alicia Vikander, Juliette Binoche, Stellan Skarsgård and Mads 
Mikkelsen are among many.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Gothenburg Film Festival has a large, committed and loyal audience where 
99% want to return. Many live in, or close to Gothenburg, have a university 
education and a great interest in film, culture, music, food and travel. The 
audience has a wide age range and a slightly higher representation of 
women. Our target group surveys show that at the film festival you meet 
the loyal and returning film festival visitor who regularly takes part in a large 
cultural offer in Sweden, and also a younger target group of ”early adopters” 
who are environmentally conscious and early to embrace new trends.

THE FORMAT OF THE FESTIVAL
The upcoming Gothenburg Film Festival, from 28 January - 6 February 
2022, is planned to be a hybrid with both a digital and physical cinema. The 
hybrid format will be based on the best of two experiences, where neither is 
subordinate to the other. We strive to once again deliver the best film festival 
experiences in the Nordics, adapted to current rules for seated audiences. In 
addition, through our digital festival offer, we will reach visitors who do not 
have the opportunity to visit the cinema or to travel to Gothenburg. The 2022 
film festival will therefore be marketed and communicated to a greater and 
broader extent, which means better opportunities to be seen with the film 
festival to an audience interested in film.
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The festival program is an absolute necessity for all festival vis-
itors. Here you will find the complete program of films, seminars, 
events and parties.

96% of visitors read the program, most three times or more. The pro-
gram is printed in 50,000 copies and distributed throughout Sweden, 
mainly via cinemas. In Stockholm (50 places), Gothenburg (350 pla-
ces) and Malmö (20 places), it is also spread in libraries, universities, 
restaurants, cafés and bars from mid-January to mid-February.

The program is free for everyone and has proven to be a publication 
that visitors stick to and in many cases save even long after the 
festival. Gothenburg Film Festival offers advertisers exposure in the 
program as follows (see page 4).

The Festival programme

Print
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Edition and readers:
50 000 ex, approx 120 000 readers, approx 630 000 
exposures
Cost per Contact = 0,61 - 0,06 SEK

Distribution
Göteborg Film Festivals own distribution

Publication
11th january (May change)

Specification for material: 
The material is delivered as a PDF and should be 100% 
ratio (to agreed space.) Fonts and images should be 
included in the PDF and colors defined according to the 
CMYK color model. 5 mm bleed.

Technical specifications:
ICC-profile: ”PSO Uncoated ISO12647 bas”.
4 color CMYK. 
Minimum resolution for images: 
133 lpi/300 dpi (s/v 200 dpi). .
Paper: Graphoinvent (Uncoated).
Bleed: 5 mm.

Delivery of orginals for ad (May change): 
Email original to william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se
Deadline order date: 11  december
Deadline original for ad: 13 december 

If you have questions please contact Göteborg Film 
Festival.
William Fellbom
william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se

Double-page Spread
420 × 260 mm  ......................................................................................75 900:–
Spread page 2–3  .............................................................................. 93 400:–
Early spread,. pages 1-30 ..............................................................82 400:–

Half page
Vertical: 89 × 237 mm  .....................................................................24 100:–
Horizontal: 182 × 115 mm  ............................................................24 100:–

1/3 page
Vertical: 91 × 144mm ........................................................................13 800:–
Horizontal: 182 × 72 mm  ...............................................................13 800:–

All prices include taxes. Festival not subject to VAT.

1/4 page
Horizontal:182 × 54 mm .................................................................10 800:–

1/6 page
89 × 72 mm  ................................................................................................8 400:–

Full page
210 × 260 mm  ..................................................................................... 35 600:–
Inside cover .............................................................................................53 000:–
Early spread,. pages 1-30 ..............................................................64 100:–
Backside,  210 × 260 mm  ..............................................................63 900:–

Advertise in the 
festival programme

Print
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Native Advertising  
in our programme
Present your company with an editorial article.

Göteborg Film Festival offers the oppurtunity for native 
advertising with custom-made content, relevant for the 
target audience that aims to influence and enhance 
impulses in our audience and your customers.

The material carries your label, but is written and designed 
by our personnel to ensure that the material is experienced 
as a natural extent of the content in the festival programme.

Through native advertising in the Göteborg Film Festival 
programme we co-create an effective and long-term 
communication with a directed message to a very specific 
audience to ensure maximum effect for your marketing..

Native advertising is also offered on our website and our 
newsletters. For an example, see page 8 and 11.

Edition and readers:
50 000 ex, approx 120 000 readers, approx 630 000 exposures
Cost per Contact = 0,61 - 0,06 SEK

Distribution
Göteborg Film Festivals own distribution

Publication
11th january (May change)

If you have questions please contact Göteborg Film Festival
William Fellbom
william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se
+46 31-33 93 0 15 

Price
Full page 210 × 260 mm  ...................42 100:–

All prices include taxes. .
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Presented by Fristads Kansas

Every day as a field producer entails 

new challenges and anything can hap-

pen. Under such conditions you need 

to be able to deliver no matter what 

situation arises.
Staffan Stam currently works as a seg-

ment producer at the production com-

pany STO-CPH. Every week he leads a 

team that is thrown into wildly varying 

productions where they alternate be-

tween complicated outdoor shoots and 

close-up interviews.– The most important thing in my 
profession is to constantly be prepared 

and flexible. We often arrive at the 
shooting location with an idea that 

seems great in the script phase, but 
when you’re actually there on site it 

turns out that nothing works. Suddenly 

it starts raining buckets or you discover 

that long-distance flights from Sturup 

airport to the USA cross the forest 

where you intend to shoot.
The people working with Staffan Stam 

have chosen a workplace that many oth-

ers avoid. For him, the cameramen and 

sound technicians, the work situation is 

the charm.– We do everything from documenta-

ries to Top Model. Many people in this 

sector choose to specialize on particular 

types of productions, but I find the 
most personal development through 

being hurled into new environments 

each day. It’s the variation that’s fun – to 

juggle numerous tasks at the same time.

In order to tackle shootings where 

anything can happen, Staffan not only 

needs to be able to rely on the ability 

of people in his team delivering when 

necessary, they also need to be able to 

rely on their equipment.
– As shooting producer, it’s my job to 

make sure that everyone is prepared 

for the day’s shoot, that you have the 

right clothes for demanding outdoor 

shooting. For my team, above all for the 

sound technician and the cameraman, 

functional clothing is very important. 

It’s a matter of having clothes that 
are easy to move in, shoes that you 

can stand in for a whole day, but also 

clothes that give you easy access to 
equipment stored in your pockets.

Although the profession often means 

the team is exposed to great ordeals, 

it’s not the physical challenges that are 

most difficult.– The biggest challenge is never related 

to technical or practical details, anyone 

can learn the craft. The great challenge 

is meeting people. You have to make 

everyone feel that they’re given atten-

tion and to feel comfortable in front of 

the camera, to make them forget that it’s 

about TV. Only when everything clicks 

do you have what makes the little TV 

organism begin to breathe.

Fristads Kansas has manufac-
tured professional workwear 

since 1925. Fristads Kansas 
durable and functional prod-

ucts are aimed for craftsmen, 
industrial workers and service 

staff, but fits equally well for 
film crews.

“We have to be able to  
 deliver under all conditions”
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 Sámi Blood    Sameblod 
 Racism and colonial injustice in Amanda Kernell’s visually striking debut about a Sami 

teenage girl named Elle Marja, who dreams of an utterly different life.  The 1930s in 

Sápmi. 14-year-old Elle Marja attends a boarding school for Sami children, where she is 

the subject of harrassment as well as studies in racial biology. Feeling betrayed, rebellious 

and adventurous, she decides to forsake her Sami identity and make a new life for herself 

in the south. She steals her teacher’s clothes and gets on a train to Uppsala. Lene Cecilia 

Sparrok’s pitch-perfect performance as Elle Marja is sure to leave no one untouched in this 

deeply moving film, combining astonishing northern nature scenery with keen observations 

on the many faces of colonialism.   Jonas Holmberg 

Director:  Amanda Kernell .  Fiction .  Sweden/Denmark/Norway .  2016 . Runtime:  110 min .  Nordic 

Premiere .

 The Man   Mesteren 
 Stunning about the male ego in a father-son drama set in the international artist scene 

in Copenhagen.  Søren Malling shines in the role as the internationally renowned artist 

Simon, who with natural authority runs his studio. His is the fixed star everyone listens to, 

but still becomes noticeably upset when an assistant happens to wear the same shirt as 

him. His son Casper (Jakob Oftebro) hasn’t been in contact with him and when he finally 

shows up, tensions immediately arise, since it turns out Casper is also in the world of art. 

With a humorous tone Charlotte Sieling portrays the exploits of both these cultural men in 

existential duel of artists.   Tobias Åkesson 
Director:  Charlotte Sieling .  Fiction .  Denmark .  2017 . Runtime:  94 min .  Nordic Premiere .

 Little Wing    Tyttö nimeltä Varpu 

 An independent 12-year-old gets tired of their immature mother and takes off on their 

own to search for their biological father in Selma Vilhunen’s congenial debut.  Varpu 

likes to ride horses and hang out with friends. But her mother has a hard time dealing with 

everyday things and is prone to feel sorry for herself. When things get awry it’s often Varpu 

who has to console her mother instead of the other way around. One day she gets fed up 

and leaves. After a rattling journey she finds her father who acts strangely but promises 

to come along when she is going to compete in horse jumping. He truly wants to make her 

happy, but it’s a hard thing for an odd loner to do. Little Wing is a captivating and compas-

sionate film about growing up and being the one who’s most adult in the family, despite 

only being a child yourself.   Cia Edström 
Director:  Selma Vilhunen .  Fiction .  Finland .  2016 . Runtime:  100 min .  Swedish Premiere .

 Handle with Care    Hjertestart 

 A self-occupied adoptive father regrets his decision and travels to Colombia to return his 

son in a strongly moving drama about fatherhood and international adoption.  Five years 

ago Arild Andresen won the Dragon Award Best Nordic Film for The Orheim Company. Now 

he’s back with a film dealing with a taboo subject that can’t leave anyone unshaken. For 

what can a father do when he feels nothing for his child? Handle with Care ties into recent 

years’ public debate about international adoption, but above all it is a strong portrait of the 

tormented offshore worker Kjetil who sets out on an emotional journey with a boy who so-

metimes understands a little more than she should.   Jonas Holmberg 

Director:  Arild Andresen .  Fiction .  Norway .  2017 . Runtime:  100 min .  World Premiere .

Jury
The Jury consists of Swedish cinematographer Ita Zbroniec-Zajt; 

Kurdish-Norwegian filmmaker Hisham Zaman; administrative 

and artistic director of CPH:PIX Jacob Neiiendam; and Icelandic 

scriptwriter Margrét Örnólfsdóttir.

Print
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Flyer in the industry goodie bag (maximum size A4) ........................ 10 400:–

Goodiebag content 
The goodie bag is distributed to approximately 2000 accredited 
guests in the industry. If you want to communicate directly with 
the industry, this is the perfect opportunity. The bags are also used 
by the 400 volunteers and staff during the festival, and afterwards.

Price logotype on accreditation lanyard .............................................60 000:–

Accreditation lanyards
Put the logotype of your company on the strap for the accredi-
tation of approximately 2500 guests, including press, artists and 
volunteers.

CREW

Print
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Video

Seen with moving material before film at the festival!

Now the opportunity is given for visibility before each film both at 
the digital festival and at the physical festival out in the cinemas. 
Up to three advertisers per day are offered the opportunity for 5s 
commercial for the film. The commercials are introduced after the 
message ”the film is presented in collaboration with” and placed in a 
frame with the festival’s graphic manner.

Specifications for own
video advertising material:
1640x 800 px
h264 <25Mbps Stereo

Delivery of material:
Email original to: william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se

Prices for exposure:
Commercial spot, 5 seconds - 1 day, on-screen festival  ...... 21  000:–
Commercial spot, 5seconds - 1 day, online festival  ................ 18  000:–

* The period refers to the festival week, 28 January – 6 February 2022. The advertisement is shown approxima-

tely 7-10 times / hour. The festival is not subject to VAT.

Cinema commercial

Cinema commercials
On-screen & Online

Book 5 days 
pay for 4!

Offer:  
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Video

Seen with moving material at all different festival venues, such 
as cinemas and the public Festival Arena. The screens are usually 
placed well visible to queuing visitors!

The advertising material is shown on the screens during the festival 
week and is interspersed with information about the festival. The edi-
torial material contains news from the festival as well as information 
about film launches and ticket availability.

Festival not subject to VAT.

Festival screens

Advertisement 
Göteborg Film Festival

Price for advert:
5 second commercial ..........................................................................................18 000:–
10 second commercial .......................................................................................24 100:–

*  Material featured during the festival 28 january–6 february 2022. The commercial is shown approx. 7-10 times/
hour.

Specification for video material: 
• 1920 × 1080 px 

• No audio

• Mp4-videoformat

Delivery of orginals for ad: 
Email original to william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se 
Deadline original for ad: 14 january 
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Digital

goteborgfilmfestival.se
Our website is where it happens all year round!
On the website you will find important festival-related information 
andupdates about our activites all year round.

The website has a web editor that keeps the content up to date and 
interesting. External companys och organizations can communicate 
their brand as an advertiser on the website www.goteborgfilmfestival.se

Specifications for ads: 
Webbanners are delivered in
jpg, or gif, max 20 mb

Delivery of orginal for ad: 
Send original to william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se

If you have questions regarding prices or ads please 
contact Göteborg Film Festival.

William Fellbom
william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se
+46 31-33 93 0 15

Ad 1

Ad 2

* The ads are placed in a queue of maximum 5 
diffrent ads and displayed every fifth page view. 

Ad 1: 318 × max 600 px.
Oct-Nov
December
Jan-Feb

Ad 2: 952 × max 260 px. 
Oct-Nov
December
Jan-Feb

Price per week

3500:-
7500:-
11.000:-

4000:-
8000:-
12.000:-

Average pageviews
per week
September  5000

Okt-Nov  10.000

December  25.000

Jan-Feb  125.000
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Digital

Göteborg Film Festival offers the oppurtunity for native advertising 
with custom-made content, relevant for the target audience that 
aims to influence and enhance impulses in our audience and your 
customers.

The material carries your label, but is written and designed by our 
personnel to ensure that the material is experienced as a natural extent 
of the content in the festival programme.

Through native advertising in the Göteborg Film Festival programme 
we co-create an effective and long-term communication with a 
directed message to a very specific audience to ensure maximun effect 
for your advert.

Native Advertising 
on our website

Native advertising on website .................................. 21 100:–
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Digital

Every month we send one or more newsletters containing the 
latest news. The newsletter is sent to approximately 18 000 
subscribers. The letter is sent every month during the whole 
year and is more frequent as we draw closer to the start of the 
festival.

Here you can place ads i two different formats, panorama and 
rectangle.

Newsletter

Panorama
560×150

Rectangel
270×150

Rectangel
270×150

Festival not subject to VAT.

Period and rates:    Price per post:

Ad Panorama, 560 x 150 px
v. 40-v.48     10.100 :- 
v. 49-v. 52     10.600 :-
v. 1-v. 6 .       11.300 :- 
Övr. tid (18/2 - 30/9)    10.100 :-

Ad Rectangle, 270x 150 px
v. 40-v.48     6.100 :-  
v. 49-v. 52     6.600 :-
v. 1-v. 6 .       7.600 :-
Övr. tid (18/2 - 30/9)    6.100 :-

William Fellbom
 william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se
+46 31-33 93 0 15

Buy 4 ads 
get one for free!

Offer:  Specifications for the ads: 
Only static gif or jpg is 
compatible with our newsletter. 
(animated banners or flash is 
compatible with our website 
goteborgfilmfestival.se). 

Delivery of original for ad:
Send original to william.fellbom@
goteborgfilmfestival.se
Deadline:  Decided after contact 
with Göteborg Film Festival 
depending on the date of the 
newsletter.
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Event

The programme release is an event where we invite the audience 
to share the content of this year’s festival, with all due pomp and 
circumstance. This year the programme is released on january 10th*.

The invitation goes out to our members, among others, and in the audi-
ence on this occasion you will find our most loyal and dedicated target 
group. To identify with the film festival is something these guests value 
greatly, and the release is their first contact with the upcoming festival 
and therefore appreciated by many.

The programme department of the festival will present the upcoming 
films as well as their favourites from last year. During this grand event we 
can offer you the opportunity to meet with the audience in the exciting 
atmosphere only the film business can provide. 

Here, you can sample your product during the event, present an offer och 
create an activation in the que och during the evening.

Contact us for more information!

Release Party
Be on site as we release the programme!

Price Activation  ..........................................................................................8 600 SEK
Price Sample rights ...................................................................................8 600 SEK

* Date may change
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Event

Marketing space 
Draken
During the festival week there is a lot of space to market your 
brand towards the audience. For example, you can create an 
activation in the queue for one of our ticket releases.

Marketing space in the foyer of our main cinema Draken is reserved 
for our partners and advertisers. The space is appropriated during 
the entire week starting Saturday, January 2th

Contact: William Fellbom
william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se, 031-33 93 015

Price Marketing space 1 day .................................................................................15 500:–
Price arketing space first weekend (2 days) ................................................25 000:–
Price Queue activation ................................................................................................. 8 600:–
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Extra

Gothenburg Film Festi-
val all year round
The next Gothenburg Film Festival will be held between 28 January and 6 
February 2022. In addition to the annual film festival, several other major 
projects are conducted throughout the year.

• Gothenburg Film Festival Prisma is arranged in connection with the 
November/Halloween holidays and gives children and young people the 
opportunity to see films from around the world as well as participate in 
workshops and activities to learn how to create films.
To see the exposure offers for Prisma, click HERE

• Draken Film is Sweden’s leading subscription service for quality films and 
gives subscribers all over the country the opportunity to stream
hundreds of festival favorites, unforgettable classics and selected
independent pearls from around the world. www.drakenfilm.se

• Gothenburg Film Festival Open Air is the most beautiful of the summer
film experience when Gothenburgers are invited to big movies in the open 
air, which this year took place at Götaplatsen.

Open Air, Event space / activation right, SEK 20,000
Open Air, Commercial spot, on screen (15 sec), SEK 25,000
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Offer

Package deals

Packages can be tailor-made on request.
Please contact media sales for more information.
William Fellbom, william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se / 031-33 93 015

Large
1 double page spread Programme
1 web-ad (Ad 2, programme release & festival)
1 commercial Festival screens 10 sek
1 cinema commercial, physical festival 5 sec
1 cinema  commercial, digital festival 5 sec
1 ad Newsletter Panorama
(programme release & festival)

Price: 159 300 SEK
Discount:  –25 %

Price: 119 475 kr

Medium
1 full page Programme
1 web-ad (Ad 2, programme release & festival)
1 commercial Festival screens 5 sek
1 cinema  commercial, digital festival 5 sec
1 ad Newsletter Rectangle
(programme release & festival)

Price: 91 200 kr
Discount:  -20 %

Price: 72 960 kr

Small
1/2 page Programme
1 web-ad (Ad 2, programme release & festival) 
1 ad Newsletter Rectangle
(programme release & festival)

Price: 43 700 kr
Discount:  -15 %

Price: 37 145 kr

Web-package
1 web-ad #2. (1w. Dec)
1 web-ad #2 (1w. Jan-Feb)
1 ad Newsletter Panorama (Dec)
1 ad Newsletter Panorama (Jan-Feb)

Price: 39 400 kr
Discount:  –15 %

Price: 33 490 kr

All prices include taxes.
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Kontakt

Göteborg Film Festival 2022

Media Sales
William Fellbom

Phone: +46 (0) 31-33 93 015
E-mail: william.fellbom@goteborgfilmfestival.se

Postal address:
Olof palmes plats
S-413 04 Göteborg
Sweden

Visiting address
Heurlins plats 9
S-413 01 Göteborg


